Abstract. In this work, a model for textual emotion classification based on Ranking technique is presented. The Ranking technique uses the frequencies of words in order to assign a relevance for each in a tweets (Spanish) after calculating the total relevance of the tweet for each classes. The classes are associated to four emotions: happiness, sadness, anger and fear and the highest relevance indicates to which class the tweet belongs. The training and test corpora are created by manually selected key words as references for a crawling tool, both contain manually tagged tweets extracted from Twitter; the training corpus was validated by K-Fold Cross Validation having a 90% of acceptance. The results are compared with Naïve Bayes and Bigrams Probabilities models using precision, recall and F-measure.
Introduction
Every day, it is common the transfer of information through electronic platforms, which are gradually replacing conventional communication services, this means a huge growth in the amount of information available on the web. In this scope, the social networks have become powerful tools for communication in social topics, generating textual and multimedia contents that open up the studies related to the interpretation of emotions that people express. An example of this is Twitter, which is one of the most important social networks and is a huge database related to public opinions on several topics.
Twitter is characterized for being a platform where each user can create or share own short publications (each publication has a limit of 280 characters) or from other user. These publications are known as tweets and could contain one or more hashtag. Hashtags are textual labels, starting with the symbol '#' and when a hashtag is consulted, all tweets which contain the hashtags are shown. If a hastag is very used in a few time, it is consider relevant and is named Trending Topic.
For data extraction in order to create the training and test corpora, Twitter offers an API (Application Programming Interface) and a crawler, which divide the process into three stages: authentication, crawling and information pre-processing [19] .
In this work, we consider four emotion: happiness, sadness, anger and fear, which are opposite to each other (happiness-sadness and angr-fear) [10] , and it was necessary to create a corpus that contained tweets associated to each emotion. These corpus is used for training the proposed model and the comparison models: Naïve Bayes and Bigrams Probabilities.
The test results are analyzed with precision, recall and F-measure. Precision is the percentage of the classifier success between all tweets were classified like belong to a class, recall is the percentage of the classifier success between all tweets belong to a class [3] , and F-measure is an harmonic between precision and recall and is closer to smaller value of them. The measure most important in this work is Recall because represents the success percentage.
This work is divided as follows: the section 2 contains some related works about emotion classification, the section 3 describes the proposed ranking technique, the Naïve Bayes and Bigrams Probabilities models, in the section 4 the creation of the training and test corpora is introduced, in the section 5 the experimental and measure results are compared among the three models, finally in the section 6 the conclusions and the future works are presented.
Related Works
Several projects for natural language processing to identify emotions haven been developed based on different areas as image processing, voice components or textual information. Some related works about textual information retrieval and text classification approach are presented is this section.
There are competition platforms such as SEMEVAL [1] that specializes on semantic similarity systems or tweets classification based on emotion recognition. These systems use manually classified corpus references, which remain static, thus limiting their performance to the new trends of expressions used in Twitter. Therefore, the corpus manual feedback is too late.
Ashequl Qadir et al. [12] propose a tweet tagging system for emotion classification (affect, anger, fear, joy and sadness) using tweets content, patterns and context of the hashtags as base for Bootstrapping technique. Each emotion is associated to five hashtag seeds that represent them. Tweets that cannot be classified in any of the five groups, are tagged by a prefix search process, where the hashtag seeds are used as roots. For feedbacking the system uses the CoTrain technique; in which there are two equal corpora and two models (A and B) with different features, the model A results feedback model B corpus and the model B results feedback model A corpus [11] .
Other way for tweets classification is through identification of positive, negative or neutral meaning of each words cointained in a tweet and taking into account negative words that can change the sense or context of possible objects, the combination of what is expressed in each word generates a general result [5, 14] .
There are approaches for finding figurative emotions that are more complex to analyze such as sarcasm, metaphor and irony by relying on words and hashtags contained in them for identifying the used words (literally, figuratively, etc.) [4] . The approach proposed by Georgios Paltoglou [8] designs a system for emotion classification related to global events on Twitter based on the analysis of either negative or positive polarity changes from the keywords use, leaving behind the popularity indicator through counters.
Ranking Technique
In this paper, we propose a model based on information retrieval Ranking technique, that can be defined as a process that assigns a relevance value to each term within a document belonging to a corpus or collection, with the purpose to satisfy a question-answer task [18] . There are two types of classification: simple ranking and aggregation ranking. The simple ranking consists in creating relevance lists that are based on the features of the documents, while the aggregation ranking takes lists of documents already established to form a new one [6] .
In this work, in the simple ranking each emotion is used as a document, thus having a collection of four documents. Every document contains tweets and the frequency of each words on each document (T F t,d , Term Frequency in the Document). Then, it is necessary to calculate the relevance of each word in the corpus (IDF t , Inverse Document Frequency of the Term)that can be found with Eq.1, where N is the total documents of corpus, DF t (Document Frequency of the Term) are the number of documents where the word appears and a base 10 logarithm is used for smoothing the relevance. To get the final score of each word in a document the Eq. 2 is used:
When receiving a tweet to classify it, a similar process to a query is used, first each word in the tweet will have a smoothed weight by the log10 of the T F t,q (Term Frequency in the Query) and will be multiplied by the calculated IDF t before (Eq. 3), the result is a weighted vector which will apply a dot product over T F − IDF values vector related at the same query words for each document. The document with the greatest score is the classification result (see Fig.1 ):
Naive Bayes Classifier
Naive Bayes is a popular supervised probabilistic classifier based in Bayes Theorem. It assumes that some feature in particular of a class is independent to the probability that any other feature belongs or not at the same class [15] . The operation of the classifier lies in calculating the probability of belonging to each feature X in each class C. When the highest value is found, the argument is returned (Eq. 4):
Probability of Bigrams
The N -gram is a series of N consecutive words that belong to a sentence. In the natural language processing, the most used models based on N -grams are commonly unigrams (one word), bigrams (two words) and trigrams (three words) [13] . The degree of N -grams contains more information than grade N -1. For the calculation of probabilities in models based on N -grams, the Markov assumption is frequently used, in which it is assumed that the probability of a word depends only on the N -1 previous words [2] . Therefore, in a bigram model, the probability of a sentence P (s) made by N words (w 1 , w 2 , ..., w n ) is given by the multiplication of the probabilities of each word based the previous one (Eq. 5):
P (s) = P (w 1 )P (w 2 |w 1 )...P (w n |w n−1 ).
Bigrams have a variety of approaches within the scope of natural language processing. One of them is the detection of spelling errors, in which the frequency of each bigram is calculated in a text corpus and those that are infrequent, possibly contain words with spelling errors, it should be noted that in this type of correctors is not possible identify the types of errors that may occur [16] . Another application of the bigrams is the morphosyntactic labeling from learning having disambiguation benefits based on Markov models [9] . Bigrams have been used in stochastic translation systems by comparing pairs of strings from a source language and a target language [7] , and for plagiarism detection [17] .
Creation of the Corpus
In this work, two sets of tweets manually tagged are used: the training corpus and the test corpus. The training corpus consists of four classes, the tweets were extracted by the Twitter crawler tool, which receives hashtags as keywords associated to each emotion (see Table 1 ). Each tweet was manually tagged, then the tweets that not express any emotion or expressed contradictory emotions are eliminated. The training corpus size was 105,596 tweets distributed equally for each emotion and for his validation the Naïve Bayes and Bigrams Probabilities classifiers were trained with K-Fold Cross Validation with K=10 (the 10% of the corpus for test and 90% for training in ten different iterations) having 90% of acceptation in average. For the test set, some common short words were taken as keywords for the crawler (i.e. a, de, un, la) and the tweets were also manually tagged, we obtain is 234 tweets for the four emotions (127 happiness, 31 sadness, 62 angriest and 14 fear).
Experimental Results
About the results, the Ranking model has the highest success number respect to Naïve Bayes and Bigrams Probabilities (see Table 2 ). According the confusion matrices (see Tables 3-5) , the emotion with the highest success percentage is happiness in the ranking model, sadness in Naïve Bayes and fear in Bigrams Probabilities. The emotion with the least success percentage is the anger for Ranking model and Bigrams Probabilities, and happiness for Naïve Bayes.
After applying precision, recall and F-measure (see Table 6 ), it can be seem that the precision the model with the best average of F-measure is Bigrams Probabilities, Ranking model and the worst performance is from Naïve Bayes. In the Ranking model, the small precision values for sadness and fear class show the classifier is tagged many tweets that not belonging for these classes. However, the high value in happiness class indicates that the classifier is hitting in the belonging tweets about the total tagged tweets to these class; in recall, the small values for sadness and anger show there are many tweets that ought to belong to these class and are not assigned in these classes, while the high values in happiness and fear indicate that the classifier is hitting in the tagged tweets between the total the belonging tweets to these class. Given these results, F-measure is low because is closer to the lowest values in all classes.
Conclusions
Twitter is a great container of social information, so, the manual classification of tweets that is a difficult task because the people has a different ways of expressing. It is vital to know several approaches and techniques that help in the textual emotion classification as well to know the performance of each to select the one that provides a better result. This work proposes a new approach about the information retrieval ranking technique, which taking the highest relevant score as a classification result. Being recall the most important measure in this work the classifier Bigrams Probabilities has the highest average for it despite of the F-measure's average of all classifiers is under the 50% of success. It shows the bigrams approach offers better results.
In future work, it is necessary to modify the Ranking model to get better results, adding other classifiers in order to apply classifiers ensemble for selecting a tweets set and based on it the implementation of automatic corpus feedback technique (Bootstrapping).
